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I. Executive Summary

Federally mandated standardized testing (i.e., in core subject areas and certain grade levels), as an element of educational accountability, began in 2002 with the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). The Act mandated that states, among other requirements, develop or adopt tests in reading and mathematics and administer them annually to students in grades 3-8 and once in high school. These large-scale tests were to serve as a basis for measuring student achievement and to hold schools and districts accountable. Eventually, they also served as a basis for measuring teacher effectiveness, a strategy promoted through the subsequent Race to the Top (RttT) initiative and through requirements for schools seeking waivers from NCLB requirements. In short, large-scale assessments have come to serve as one of the foundations of accountability-based systems and policies not only for districts, schools and students, but for teachers as well.

However, both before and after NCLB and RttT the academic community, policymakers, administrators and teachers noted weaknesses in these policies and systems. Researchers in particular investigated and subsequently questioned the practice of tying high-stakes consequences to scores on such large-scale assessments, especially at the student and teacher levels. As a result of these critiques and other concerns, Congress passed the 2015 Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), which reduced federal oversight and gave states more control over their state assessment and accountability systems, weakening the federal influence on teacher evaluation systems promoted in RttT and in waiver requirements.

This brief offers a thematic analysis of state-level assessments in ESSA plans from each state and the District of Columbia. It also includes results of the authors’ detailed survey about state teacher evaluation systems. The survey was completed by department of education...
personnel from 34 states and the District of Columbia. Analyses of ESSA plans and survey information indicate that, in general, states continue to use the same large-scale student tests in place before ESSA, and they continue to give those test results a role in evaluations of teacher effectiveness. However, greater local control has led to some encouraging signs of change. These include: efforts to redefine student growth as something other than growth in test scores; movement toward multiple assessment tools, including student learning objectives (SLOs); fewer states emphasizing value-added assessments in teacher evaluations; and a move away from high-stakes consequences and toward formative rather than summative assessments.

As a whole, this brief should be read as a “state-of-the-states” report on what has happened to student and teacher evaluation systems since the passage of ESSA.

**Recommendations**

Based on findings from the analyses and survey information, it is recommended that state policymakers take the following five steps:

1. Take advantage of decreased federal control by formulating revised assessment policies informed by the viewpoints of as many stakeholders as feasible. Such informed revision can help remedy earlier weaknesses, promote effective implementation, stress correct interpretation, and yield formative information.

2. Ensure that teacher evaluation systems rely on a balanced system of multiple measures, without disproportionate weight assigned to any one measure.

3. Emphasize data useful as formative feedback in state systems, so that specific weaknesses in student learning can be identified, targeted and used to inform teachers’ professional development.

4. Mandate ongoing research and evaluation of state assessment systems and ensure that adequate resources are provided to support evaluation.

5. Set goals for reducing proficiency gaps and outline procedures for developing strategies to effectively reduce gaps once they have been identified. Finding which interventions work best to reduce proficiency gaps will take some experimentation. Have a procedure in place to develop these interventions.
II. Introduction

The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2002 mandated that states develop or adopt tests to measure student achievement in reading and mathematics, administering them annually in grades 3-8 and once in high school (with science testing to be phased in later). This marked a new era in state-level testing and assessment-based accountability policies and systems. NCLB further required states to develop accountability plans that tracked statewide progress toward the goal of 100% student proficiency for students overall and for designated subgroups. And, schools had to meet goals for adequate yearly progress (AYP) as they worked toward the 100% proficiency goal for students and subgroups. Schools not meeting AYP became subject to state sanctions ranging from having to provide supplemental education services to being restructured.

After student-testing and proficiency goals were established, federal focus shifted from accountability for student performance to accountability for teacher performance. A federal grant competition announced in 2009, Race to the Top (RttT), provided incentives for states to incorporate measures of student achievement and growth into systemic assessments of teacher effectiveness. Additionally, when NCLB was not promptly reauthorized after it expired, in 2012 the Obama administration began offering waivers to states not achieving proficiency goals. To obtain a waiver, states had to adopt certain reforms—including incorporating student achievement into teacher evaluation systems.

Some states measured teacher impact on students’ achievement by measuring student growth; that is, they focused on changes in test scores over time. This metric has been called teacher-level growth, or “value-added” models (VAMs). However, using test scores over time and attributing all growth or lack of growth to teachers caused much debate and conflict. Some districts reported difficulty retaining teachers after the implementation of such...
strong, teacher- and test score- focused accountability systems. Some teachers, and teacher unions, filed lawsuits challenging such systems, and especially the consequential decisions being made in some states based on such measures. Many in the academic community wrote articles primarily about empirical issues, but also about the same pragmatic issues being noted in the field. In addition, leading educational/professional organizations such as the American Educational Research Association (AERA) and American Statistical Association (ASA) issued official statements about problems with the validity of such measures as well as their subsequent uses. And, some states and districts outright opposed federal policies by rejecting the waivers, refusing to accept dictates about how to evaluate local teachers given their unique demographic, political, or geographical considerations.

On January 1, 2016, then-President Obama signed the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), which reined in some of the strict federal mandates and oversight regarding states’ assessment and teacher evaluation systems. ESSA gave states and districts more control over the design and implementation of assessment-based policies and systems, and it also allowed them more leniency in interpreting concepts like “including as a significant factor, data on student growth for all students.” In short, ESSA has presented an opportunity for states to change their educator evaluation systems.

Given the number of years and amount of significant financial and human resources that states invested in developing and implementing federally required accountability and teacher evaluation plans, and given known problems stemming from federal mandates, this brief asks to what extent states have taken advantage of new flexibility and revised their assessment and teacher evaluation plans. The answer to that question is based on analyses of current state plans and survey responses from personnel in departments of education. More specifically, sources of data included: a) ESSA plans from every state and the District of Columbia, henceforth called the 51 plans, and b) a 30-minute computer-based survey the research team designed, developed, validated, and then administered to state department of education personnel. The following section addresses the details of the research design.

Methodology

Over one year, the researchers collected the 51 plans from education department personnel via a survey (n = 20) and from the US Department of Education website (n = 31). The survey also asked education department personnel to provide detailed information about current teacher evaluation systems, including questions about perceived strength and weaknesses, value-added models, and consequences tied to the evaluation systems. Of the 51 units contacted, department personnel in 34 (≈67) responded to the online survey; another three (≈6%) answered survey questions via a phone interview. In two cases (≈4%), personnel did not answer the survey questions but did refer the researchers to online resources. For the other 12 units (≈24%), the researchers filled in missing information using publicly-available ESSA plans or state websites. Department personnel who responded to the survey typically worked as teacher effectiveness directors or coordinators. Occasionally, the directors or coordinators recommended other respondents (leadership consultants or educator effective-
ness specialists, for example) they felt could better answer the questions.

Initially, the researchers read each plan focusing only on sections that related to state-level assessments and teacher evaluation systems. Within these sections, researchers first read to become familiar with the data, then generated initial ideas, and subsequently formulated overall themes based on the earlier readings and analyses. That is, the research team systematically looked for trends in state-level assessments within the ESSA plans. For the sake of interpretability and presentation, the researchers also noted exemplary cases for each trend.

Most survey questions yielded straightforward frequency counts (for example, 15 of 51 participants reported that their state encouraged statewide use of growth models or VAMs). For open response questions, the researchers collapsed and quantified responses to note common themes.

As a whole, this brief should be read as a “state-of-the-states” report on what is happening post-ESSA in state-level assessments, with an emphasis on teacher evaluation systems. Though other publications examine ESSA state plans as well, this brief targets state-level assessments and teacher evaluation systems to provide a simple overview. Additionally, this brief provides hypotheses about why some types of teacher evaluation systems may persist, in some cases despite the research evidence against them.

III. Review of the Relevant Literature

As noted, the early 2000s marked a new era in educational accountability policies, with federal policies increasingly promoting state-, district-, school-, teacher-, and student-level test or assessment systems that held educators accountable for student achievement results. This shift constituted a change in the testing landscape, originally characterized by NCLB’s mandate for states to devise standards and to use large scale assessments to track student mastery of those standards. The theory of change was that by holding districts, schools, teachers, and students accountable for meeting higher standards, as measured by student performance on such assessments, administrators would supervise America’s public schools better, teachers would teach better, and as a result, students would learn and achieve more, particularly in America’s lowest performing schools.

However, most researchers now agree that NCLB was, overall, a failed federal policy. Current consensus in this area is that NCLB did not meet its intended effects (100% student mastery of higher standards by 2014). Rather, NCLB caused unintended effects (including artificial inflation of test results, teaching to the test, cheating, and other system gaming techniques), and its unintended effects outweighed the other positive effects noted (an increased focus on measuring and monitoring the gap between marginalized and non-marginalized student populations). It should be noted, however, that not all researchers agree.

Perhaps acknowledging the issues with NCLB, the federal government soon used federal funds again to entice states and districts to move in new directions. Specifically, they were
encouraged to adopt new and improved tests (those developed by the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers [PARCC] or Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium [SBAC]) and by using new and improved systems and policies—new practices but based on the same change theory. Test-based calculations of student growth over time using the NCLB-mandated tests (value-added measures, or VAMs) ultimately replaced the adequate yearly progress (AYP) measurements. That is, the federal government began advocating the use of test results not only to measure students’ growth in learning over time, but also to measure teachers’ causal impacts on that growth. For example, Race to the Top (RttT) was a grant incentive used to move states in those directions.\(^\text{17}\)

Soon after RttT was underway, in 2014, 40 states and the District of Columbia (80% of the 51 units reviewed in this brief) were using, piloting, or developing some type of growth model or VAM,\(^\text{18}\) as incentivized by the federal government.\(^\text{19}\) The tests required under NCLB were being used across the VAMs in place at the time as a base for measuring teacher-level value-added. The most common open-source VAM model was student growth percentiles (SGP), with multiple states adopting or endorsing it (Arizona, Colorado, Georgia, Massachusetts, Washington); the most common proprietary model was the Education Value-Added Assessment System (EVAAS), with five states adopting it (North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Tennessee).\(^\text{20}\) The most common high-stakes consequences being attached to VAM results involved teacher tenure, termination, and compensation (merit pay, for example).\(^\text{21}\)

While the teacher evaluation systems being adopted and implemented at this time included multiple other indicators or measures of effectiveness (for example, classroom observations of teachers), the primary focus across states was on an objective, assessment-based component to “meaningfully differentiate [teacher] performance…including as a significant factor, data on student growth [in achievement over time] for all students,”\(^\text{22}\) This strategy was written into federal policy and widely implemented, although some states (Florida, Louisiana, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, Tennessee, Texas) weighted student growth much more heavily in their systems than other states did (California, Connecticut, Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin). Because of NCLB requirements, the achievement tests needed to provide a base for VAM systems were already being paid for and in place or being developed (PARCC and SBAC).

In the simplest of terms, statisticians use growth models or VAMs to measure the predicted and then actual “value” a teacher adds to student achievement on such tests from year to year. Modelers typically do this by predicting and then measuring student growth over time on large-scale assessments, controlling statistically for confounding variables such as students’ prior test scores and other student’ and school-level variables, and then aggregating growth at the teacher-level. Controls vary by model. What many promoting such assessment-based systems are still quick to forget, or dismiss, is that there is very little empirical evidence to support attaching high-stakes consequences to resulting measures of teacher effectiveness.\(^\text{23}\)

In addition, what was becoming increasingly evident by the time that ESSA was passed, yet
also simultaneously increasingly marginalized in educational policy, was that VAM models are notoriously (1) unreliable (for example, a teacher classified as adding value has a 25-50% chance to be classified as subtracting value the following year); (2) invalid (that is, very limited evidence that teachers who post high growth or value-added scores are effective using at least one other correlated criterion); (3) nontransparent (teachers and administrators often do not understand the models being used to evaluate them); (4) unfair (only teachers of mathematics and language arts with pre- and post-test data are being held accountable using these systems); and (5), fraught with measurement errors (for example, inordinate amounts of missing data, variables that cannot be controlled, variance caused by the non-random placement of students into classrooms, issues caused by non-traditional and non-insular classrooms). Moreover, they were being used inappropriately to make consequential decisions (including teacher-level professional development, promotion, probation, tenure, merit pay, termination), especially in some states where high-stakes consequences resulted in court challenges to the state systems (Florida, Louisiana, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, Tennessee, and Texas), and their unintended consequences were often going unrecognized. As best summarized by Moore Johnson (2015), unintended consequences included, but were not limited to: (1) teachers being more likely to “literally or figuratively 'close their classroom door' and revert to working alone...[which]...affect[s] current collaboration and shared responsibility for school improvement” (p. 120); (2) teachers being “[driven]...away from the schools that need them most and, in the extreme, causing them to leave [or to not (re)enter] the profession” (p. 121); and (3) teachers avoiding teaching high-needs students who might be more likely to hinder their value-added results, “seek[ing] safer [grade level, subject area, classroom, or school] assignments, where they can avoid the risk of low VAMS scores” (p. 120), a situation leaving “some of the most challenging teaching assignments... difficult to fill and likely...subject to repeated [teacher] turnover” (p. 120).

What is also becoming more evident in the recent literature is that the observational systems used for summative evaluation, a common part of contemporary teacher evaluation systems, are now confronting their own sets of empirical issues. Such issues include, importantly, how output from observational systems might also be biased by such factors as the type of student a teacher works with, the teacher’s gender, and the like. The same sorts of potential bias seem to hold true with student surveys, whether used to evaluate teachers in Pre-K or higher education.

The new freedom that ESSA affords means that states could be moving away from such high-stakes and assessment-based accountability models. This brief aims to uncover whether states are actually taking advantage of the most recent, more flexible policy and moving in new directions, away from such models.

IV. Recent Developments and Analysis

NCLB imposed statewide accountability systems including AYP, and RttT provided incentives for states to track students’ achievement longitudinally and to adopt common academic standards allowing for cross-state comparisons. For many states, this meant joining large
state consortia and sharing standards and tests. However, ESSA allows each state to set its own goals within the federal framework, an opportunity not allowed before. While the federal framework still requires measurements of AYP for subgroups, states select intervention plans for a subgroup failing to meet progress goals.

The distinction may seem small, but personnel in departments of education responding to our survey reported that they allowed greater control for stakeholders (that is, less top-down department of education control) by including more stakeholders in the process of developing state-level assessment plans. Though ESSA requires states to include stakeholders in the process, the survey results provide some insight into how that requirement is translating to practice. Under the earlier and arguably more heavy-handed policies and incentives of NCLB and RttT, such stakeholder meetings would have been more difficult. Department personnel personal reported that ESSA has allowed for the creation of more focused evaluation systems that better reflect the desires of stakeholders, moving away from what were sometimes termed two-headed systems: one that appeased federal requirements and one that reflected the desires of the state (and sometimes its stakeholders).39 No longer hamstrung by NCLB and RttT mandates and incentives, states are, at minimum, showing some encouraging signs of change.

**State-Level Assessment Trends**

There are three trends of note in some states’ assessment trends.

**Trend 1: Little to no change regarding the quantitative assessments used to assess student proficiency—yet.**

ESSA still mandates achievement tests for grades 3-8 and an achievement test at least once in high school. Although ESSA also calls for broader measures of student performance, including at least one non-cognitive measure, state-level assessment systems still tend to heavily rely on the earlier tests already in place. These include state-specific tests (for example, California’s Construction and Skilled Trades, or CAST, tests aligned with Next Generation Science Standards) as well as well-established nationwide tests (for example, Arkansas uses ACT Aspire for grades 3-10, and New Jersey uses PARCC tests to meet federal testing requirements).

States in the process of including such other types of proficiency as post-secondary readiness in their assessment systems often have ESSA plans that lack good descriptions or that simply are not yet fully developed. For example, Iowa expressly plans to measure post-secondary readiness, but its plans also include convening a workgroup to figure out just how to measure it.

**Trend 2: State-level assessments of school success exhibit new indicators that go**
beyond subject matter/academic test scores, although some states are still grading schools using A-F letter systems.

Despite changes to lessen federal requirements and allow greater state control, current systems of school-level assessment still reflect ideas from past federal mandates. For example, 44 states and the District of Columbia (≈88%, 45/51) still give schools some sort of overall score as a summative, accountability-based evaluation. Though states have not been required to report such summative scores, they have tended to do so because they were required to report school scores publicly. Fourteen of these states (≈27%, 14/51) still give A-F grades, and another 12 (≈24%, 12/51) give summative scores that include comparable performance categories. For example, Iowa still presents a school-level report card, but instead of receiving A-F, schools receive one of the following ratings: Exceptional, High-Performing, Commendable, Acceptable, Needs Improvement, and Priority. The other 19 states (≈37%, 19/51) give a summative rating based on an index score (often 1-100), a tier system, or a star system. Massachusetts, for example, according to their ESSA state plans, has six tiers of schools; Alaska rates schools on a 100-point index scale; and Nevada gives schools a rating from one to five stars.

Only six states (California, Idaho, Oregon, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, and Virginia) (≈12%, 6/51), on the other hand, opted to give no assigned performance category to schools, providing instead a menu of information meant to reflect multiple measures in addition to student achievement. Pennsylvania, for example, opted to present information on chronic absenteeism, student growth, and access to well-rounded and advanced courses, among other measures. In fact, chronic absenteeism and college readiness dominate as major factors in school-level accountability, with at least 35 states mentioning at least one of the two factors. While measures such as chronic absenteeism and college readiness were collected before the passage of ESSA, and therefore collecting these measures does not appear to be a major change, it is notable that states have been making a more holistic view of school performance more readily available.

Trend 3: Using proficiency scores to advance equity is a key narrative, but targets and timelines vary.

The ESSA-based requirement that states still report subgroup scores guided many states to focus on subgroup achievement gaps. Like NCLB, ESSA requires that states include historically underserved subgroups in accountability measurements and decisions, and that they also ensure intervention if certain groups are performing poorly. Differences appear in how states are setting their proficiency goals, how they are establishing their subgroups, and how they are intervening when a subgroup fails to reach proficiency goals. Whereas NCLB proficiency goals were mandated by the federal government, ESSA proficiency goals can be decided by the states. For example, Kansas set a goal of 75% proficiency for all students by 2029-2030. Georgia set a goal of improving proficiency rates by 3% per year for an extended period of time. As is evident from these examples, timing and percentages differ.
In terms of subgroups, ESSA actually tightens control, requiring historically underserved subgroups including racial minorities, English-language learners, those in poverty, and those in special education. Some states over time began to combine subgroups into super subgroups. ESSA counteracts that movement. Most states have a clear plan for which groups to measure, again using large-scale standardized assessments.

Most states also have a plan for how to compare group-level proficiency on those tests to make gaps in proficiency evident. However, state plans do not explicitly address how states might go about reducing proficiency gaps that may continue to persist. Again, under ESSA, states decide their own intervention plans, provided they are evidence-based, to reduce proficiency gaps. However, state ESSA plans reveal that many states do not have clear interventions in place.

Teacher Evaluation Trends

While policymakers, academics, and others may continue to tout ESSA as an ambitious opportunity to reform states’ teacher evaluation systems, it seems that most of states have not made substantive changes to policies of the recent past. Some states (Louisiana, Delaware, Florida) are keeping the same teacher evaluation systems in place—perhaps, as noted above, understandably, given the human and monetary resources and monetary already invested in formerly mandated designs. Other states (Texas, Maine), however, are now allowing local education authorities to select from menus or curated lists of recommended teacher evaluation models or measurement components (for example, VAM-based systems, observational rubrics, survey instruments)—all of which also include the teacher evaluation models already in place. The result seems to be that across the board, states are requiring, endorsing, or recommending teacher evaluation systems that are the same or slightly different versions of the previously required systems.

Despite no large shift in direction, there are three trends of note evident in some states’ most recent teacher evaluation plans.

Trend 1: The role of growth models or VAMs for teacher evaluation purposes is slowly changing.

The number of states using statewide VAMs has decreased from 42% to 30% since 2014. As shown in Figure 1, currently 15 states explicitly impose or encourage statewide use of growth models or VAMs (≈30%, 15/51), 21 states explicitly do not use or encourage statewide use of growth models or VAMs (≈42%, 21/51), and 15 states and the District of Columbia (≈30%, 15/51) report the use of “other” approaches when asked if they encourage statewide use of growth models or VAMs. “Other” in this case often means that the states truly offer local control by allowing alternative student growth measurements; alternatives might include VAM but without state encouraging or prescribing a specific VAM model. For example, Tex-
as falls in the “other” category in that it now emphasizes local control and allows student
growth to be measured in one of four ways: 1) student learning objectives (SLOs), 2) portfo-
lios, 3) district-level pre- and post-tests, and 4) VAMs for teachers in state-tested subjects.

ESSA also allows more leniency in how states define student growth. Whereas student growth
formerly meant the growth in a student test score over time, aggregated at the teacher level
to indicate teachers’ impacts over time, the definition of growth under ESSA is much more
open to interpretation. Some states simply redefined it. For example, while Connecticut still
requires 45% of the teacher evaluation system to be based on student growth indicators, it
recently prohibited student growth as measure by the state test from being used in the final
summative teacher evaluation. Instead, student growth is measured through a combination
of standardized measures (for example, test scores from AP-exams, the SAT-9, the DRA, or
others) and non-standardized measures (such as portfolios of student work, performance
rated against a rubric). Though not an extreme departure from the previous common defi-
nition as growth in a student test score over time, Connecticut’s new definition of student
growth allows room for non-test-related measures.

Even states that explicitly impose or encourage statewide use of VAMs most often offer such
models as off-the-shelf options for local districts lacking the resources or interest to develop
their own models. States like Maine, for example, certainly encourage a VAM (again, see Fig-
ure 1), but they offer two growth models from which local districts can choose. Both Maine
models consider student growth an important aspect for measuring educator effectiveness,
but one model uses a VAM while the other employs student learning objectives (SLOs) as
measurement tools. SLOs were common before ESSA, but usually as part of a teacher eval-
uation system that included VAM output as well. In Maine’s case, SLOs are effectively re-
placing VAMs. The trend here is states allowing local control, but also providing ready-made
models for districts that do not have resources to create their own models.

Figure 1. States that use growth models or VAMs as part of their teacher evaluation systems.
“Yes” indicates that the state uses or encourages statewide use of growth models or VAMs
(SLOs are not included in this definition of student growth model). “No” indicates the opposite. “Other” answers included some states which use student tests to drive professional development, but not as a factor in evaluation, as well as many states that allow local control without actively encouraging a growth model or VAM.

Other states have retained their former VAMs, but now intend to use them in novel ways. For example, North Carolina uses and reports scores from the EVAAS, a popular VAM, but the state now intends to use EVAAS results to drive professional development, not as a teacher evaluation measure upon which high-stakes consequences or decisions might rest.

While growth models and VAMs are on the decline, they are still prevalent among local districts and state recommended or endorsed teacher evaluation models.

**Trend 2: State-level control means more freedom, but implementation challenges as well.**

Because ESSA loosened federal control of teacher evaluation, many states no longer have a one-size-fits-all teacher evaluation system. As a result, many current ESSA plans read like guidelines, not rules, deferring to local districts to make more choices about models, implementation, execution, and the like. The firmness of such guidelines, however, also varies widely. California’s system, for example, is on one end of the extreme, offering what seems to be the most liberty and freedom to local education authorities, with the state department of education website also yielding a list of helpful resources. Maine, on the other hand, provides a choice of five approved systems from which to select, with all systems including student learning and growth as part of their summative evaluation for teacher evaluation purposes.

One common concern evidenced was the implementation challenges associated with offering or supporting so many different types of teacher evaluation systems within one state. Policymakers noted concerns that those implementing the systems (for example, conducting teacher observations or interpreting assessment data) would not have adequate training. Hence, no matter what elements any states required or recommended, or what measures more open teacher evaluation system might contain, implementation is a paramount concern.

**Trend 3: ESSA plans contain more language about supporting teachers by emphasizing formative teacher feedback and de-emphasizing system-level summative evaluations with high stakes consequences.**

The rhetoric surrounding teacher evaluation has changed: language about holding teachers accountable for their value-added effects, or lack thereof, is less evident in post-ESSA plans. Rather, new plans make note of providing data to teachers as a means of inciting improvement, essentially shifting the purpose of the evaluation system away from summative and toward formative usefulness. Specifically, 31 out of 51 states and the District of Columbia
(≈61%) cite formative use of data as a part of their evaluation systems. Hawai’i’s ESSA state plan, for example, states that “formative instructional practices and data teams to foster collaboration among teachers” are priority areas.

Additionally, via the survey, 12 of the 36 (≈33%) state department personnel who answered an open question about the strengths of their teacher evaluation system mentioned formative feedback as a strength. Consequently, unless explicitly stated otherwise, the language of states’ post-ESSA plans implies that the teacher evaluation systems are meant not to justify teacher tenure or termination decisions but to provide feedback to teachers. The use of multiple measures (such as observation data, survey data, test score data, and self-assessment data) seems a means of ultimately helping teachers improve their pedagogy and practice.

V. Recommendations

This brief should not be read as a specific direction for creating any assessment or teacher evaluation system, but rather as a showcase of states’ new (or not-so-new) ideas, post-ESSA—a state-of-the-states report.

Though each state is unique, and each state faces unique issues related to state-level assessments and teacher evaluation systems, researchers’ analyses of the ESSA plans of all 50 states and the District of Columbia reveal some interesting and noteworthy trends. These, in turn, lead to the recommendations below.

Recommendations

Based on findings from the analyses and survey information, it is recommended that state policymakers:

1. Take advantage of decreased federal control by formulating revised assessment policies informed by the viewpoints of as many stakeholders as feasible. Such informed revision can help remedy earlier weaknesses, promote effective implementation, stress correct interpretation, and yield formative information.

2. Ensure that teacher evaluation systems rely on a balanced system of multiple measures, without disproportionate weight assigned to any one measure.

3. Emphasize data useful as formative feedback in state systems, so that specific weaknesses in student learning can be identified, targeted and used to inform teachers’ professional development.

4. Mandate ongoing research and evaluation of state assessment systems and ensure that adequate resources are provided to support evaluation.

5. Set goals for reducing proficiency gaps and outline procedures for developing strategies to effectively reduce gaps once they have been identified. Finding which interventions work best to reduce proficiency gaps will take some experimentation. Have a procedure in place to develop these interventions.
Notes and Sources


The main differences between growth models and value-added models (VAMs) are how precisely estimates are made and whether control variables are included. Different than the typical VAM, for example, the student growth percentiles (SGP) model is more simply intended to measure the growth of similarly matched students to make relativistic comparisons about student growth over time, without any additional statistical controls (e.g., for student background variables). Students are, rather, directly and deliberately measured against or in reference to the growth levels of their peers, which de facto controls for these other variables. Thereafter, determinations are made in terms of whether students increase, maintain, or decrease in growth percentile rankings as compared to their academically similar peers. Accordingly, researchers refer to both models as generalized VAMs throughout the rest of this manuscript unless distinctions between growth models and VAMs are needed or required.


Education Week (2015, see full citation below) illustrated that there were 14 (although there were actually 15) lawsuits filed, in progress, or completed across the nation at the time this article was published. These 15 cases are/were located across seven states: Florida (n=2), Louisiana (n=1), Nevada (n=1), New Mexico (n=4), New York (n=3), Tennessee (n=3), and Texas (n=1), with plaintiffs of all of these cases listing the high-stakes


